Pluck-A-Duck
A fundraiser to support kids fighting cancer

Each duck = $10; 3 ducks = $30

Everyone is invited to participate. Buy a duck to enter to win a number of prizes (movie tickets, apple products, and more!). Grab your friends and buy some ducks!

Duck Pluck! We will pluck ducks out of a pool on Nov 5th for prizes!

Greater Purpose: Money raised from the duck purchased goes to buy chemo ducks (stuffed animals) for kids fighting cancer.

Oct 19: Ducks on Sale ($10 each)
Nov 4: Final day to buy ducks
Nov 5: Pluck-A-Duck EVENT! Ducks will be plucked by guests (for prizes)

Oct 19: Pick your duck at the Homecoming Game (field)
Oct 21-Nov 4: Buy them in SSC 210 or the Quad (TBA)
Nov 5: Pluck a Duck on the quad!

Chemo Duck is a soft, cuddly companion that provides huggable hope and alleviates fear and anxiety. The Chemo Duck Program helps introduce children and families to their new life and encourages healing through the power of play therapy. (chemoduck.org)

For every $30 raised, we can give a chemo duck to a child fighting cancer!